In 1975 A. Connes proved the fundamental result that injective factors on a separable Hilbert space are hypertinite. In this paper a new proof of this result is presented in which the most technical parts of Connes proof are avoided. Particularly the proof does not rely on automorphism group theory. The starting point in this approach is Wassermann's simple proof of injective = semidiscrete together with Choi and Elfros' characterization of semidiscrete von Neumann algebras as those von Neumann algebras N for which the identity map on N has an approximate completely positive factorization through n x n-matrices. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
Without doubt, the most important progress in the theory of von Neumann algebras during the last decade is Connes' deep analysis of automorphism groups of factors [8; 6; and 7, Sects. 241 which culminated with the proof of the uniqueness of the hyperfinite II,-factor and in the complete classification of hyperfinite factors of type IIIA, A# 1 (cf. [7, . The key to those results of hyperlinite factors is Connes' characterization of hyperlinite factors as the injective subfactors of B(H), i.e., those factors which are range of a projection of norm 1 in B(B(H)), and the proof of this characterization occupies the main part of the paper [7] and uses the full automorphism group machinery as well as McDuffs central sequence techniques from [ 111.
In this paper we present a proof of the equivalence of injectivity and hyperfiniteness, which avoids the most technical parts in Connes' proof. Particularly we do not use the automorphism group machinery, and only the definition of ultrapowers is needed from McDuffs paper on central sequences.
We will now sketch the main steps in our proof. Note first that one only has to prove that injective 3 hyperlinite because the converse implication is quite easy: Schwartz proved in [24] that the cornmutant of a hypertinite factor N is injective, so by Tomita-Takesaki theory, N is itself injective (see also [ 171) . By definition, a factor N on a separable Hilbert space is hyperfinite if there exists an increasing sequence (F;)jE N of finite-dimensional subfactors, such that UitN F, is strongly dense in N. However, to prove that a factor is hypertinite, it is sufficient to show that for every finite set x,,..., x, in N and every a-strong* neighbourhood U of 0 there exist n elements JJ,,..., y, in a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, such that x,-y,~ U for k= l,..., n. This criterion for hypertiniteness was proved by Murray and von Neumann for finite factors [22] , and by Elliott and Woods for properly infinite factors [15] .
The starting point in our proof of injective + hyperfinite is condition "semidiscrete," due to Effros and Lance [ 121. More precisely, we need the following reformation of semidiscreteness given by Choi and Effros in [4] :
A von Neumann algebra N is semidiscrete iff the identity map on N has an approximate factorization through complex m x m-matrices M,, in the sense that there exist integers (m,)lcn and two nets of a-weakly continuous completely positive maps S,: N + M,, , T, : M,ni -+ N (2 E /i ), such that S;.( 1) = 1, Ti,( 1) = 1, and T, 0 S;(x) converges a-weakly to x for all x E N.
It follows from Connes' work [7] that injectivity is equivalent to semidiscreteness (for factors on a separable Hilbert space) and thanks to the work of Wassermann [28] , this equivalence can be obtained without using the deep parts of Connes' work (see also Section 1 of this paper).
In Section 2 we give a quite simple proof of semidiscrete = hyperhnite in the case of a properly infinite factor N. Given n unitaries uI ,..., U, E N and a o-weak neighbourhood V of 0, we can by use of the approximate factorization through matrix algebras find a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, n operators y,,..., y, in the closed unit ball of F, and a completely positive map T: F + N, such that T( 1) = 1 and T(Y,)-u,E K k = l,..., n.
By a result essentially due to Kasparov (see Remark 2.3), there exists an isometry u E N, such that T(x) = u*xu, x E F.
Next, by approximating v by unitaries in N in the o-strong topology, one can obtain that for some unitary operator in N. Using a little more effort one obtains that w*y,w is also close to uk in the a-strong* topology, and since w*Fw is a finite-dimensional factor in N, we have shown that semidiscrete * hyperfinite for properly infinite factors.
If one tries to implement the above ideas in the case of a II,-factor, one runs into several problems. First, it turns out that one needs that the approximate factorization ( SA 0 T,), t ,, through m x m-matrices can be chosen such that tr,oS,=t and TO T= tr,,,, where tr, and z are the tracial states on M, and N, respectively. This is solved in Section 3 by use of some lengthy, but relatively simple matrix manipulations. Second, the above-mentioned result of Kasparov is false in the II,-case, and has to be replaced by the following result (cf. Section 5): If T is a completely positive map from a finite-dimensional subfactor F of a III-factor N, such that T( 1) = 1 and t 0 T = r, then for every 6 > 0, there exists a sequence (ui)ieN in N, such that and II T(x)-f a:xaj x E F. i= I From this one can derive that for any finite set u 1 ,..., u, of unitaries in a semidiscrete II ,-factor and for every 6 > 0, there exist n unitaries u I ,..., v, in a finite-dimensional subfactor F of N, such that ,z, u*a,= ,r, a;uf = 1 and f lIv,~;--a,~,ll:<& k = l,..., n. ;= I (*I
The most difficult part of our proof is to show that for every E > 0, there is a 6 > 0 only depending on N, n, and E, such that (*) implies the existence of a unitary w E N, for which II w*uI, w -Uk II 2 < E, k = l,..., n.
(**)
The implication (*) * (**) is obtained in Section 4 by a somewhat tricky ultraproduct argument. It is clear that (**) completes the proof of semidiscrete * hyperlinite in the II,-case. In Section 6, we discuss some extensions of our proof. Particularly, we show how one can extract a proof for the uniqueness of the hyperfinite II,-factor which uses neither the concept of injectivity nor that of semidiscreteness.
RECOLLECTIONS ABOUT INJECTIVITY AND SEMIDISCRETENESS
In [12] Effros and Lance defined a von Neumann N algebra to be semidiscrete if it satisfies the following condition:
(Sl) There exists a net (Ri)A,, of completely positive, a-weakly continuous maps from N to N such that R,( 1) = 1, each R, has linite-dimensional range, and R,(x) converges a-weakly to x for all x E N. Moreover they proved [12, Proposition 4. The main task in the paper [4] was to prove that a C*-algebras is nuclear if and only if it satisfies the C*-algebra version of condition (S3), and it is only mentioned as a remark in the end of the paper that the same method applies to prove the eigenvalence of semidiscreteness and (S3). Using an idea of Kirchberg [20] , Torpe has given a somewhat simpler proof of the equivalence of (Sl), (S2), and (S3) (cf. [27] ). In Section 2 and Section 3 we shall need that the nets (S,) and (T,) in (S3) can be chosen such that (T,o S,)(x) converges to x in the a-strong* topology for all XE N. This follows from a standard convexity argument using the fact that the set of maps R: N + N, which has a completely positive factorization through m x m-matrices, forms a convex set (cf. proof of [4, Lemma 2.23) .
A von Neumann algebra N on a Hilbert space H is injective if there exists a projection EE B(B(H)) of norm 1 of B(H) onto N. Such a projection is automatically a conditional expectation, i.e., E is positive and E(axb) = aE(x) 6, a,bEN,xEB(H) (cf. [26] ). Effros and Lance proved that semidiscrete + injective, while the converse implication came out of Connes' work of injective factors [7] for factors on a separable Hilbert space. Shortly after Wassermann found a direct proof of injective * semidiscreteness (in the sense of (S2)), removing at the same time the factor condition and the separability condition (cf. [28] ). He proves first that injective * (S2) in the semilinite case, and next he reduces the type III case to the semilinite case by use of continuous crossed products (cf. [25] ). In [9] , Connes gave a further simplification of Wassermann's argument in the semifinite case. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.1.
For any normal state cp on a von Neumann algebra N we put ,,x,,; =yl(x*x;xx*)1'2, Moreover, since N is spanned by its unitary operators, it is sufficient to consider unitary operators x1 ,..., x, E N. So let u1 ,..., U, be unitary operators in N, let q be a normal state on N, and let E > 0. Since N is properly infinite, it contains a finite-dimensional subfactor F isomorphic to M,. So we can in the following consider S as a map from N to F and T as a map from F to N. By Proposition 2.1, there exists an operator u E N, such that
Note that v is an isometry, because T( 1) = 1. We may assume that N acts on a Hilbert space H, such that v(x) = c&I, tlo) for some unit vector tO+z H. Put xk = s("k), k = I,..., n.
Then llxkll d 1 and
Ib*xku--kI,; <h k = l,..., n.
Hence for k = l,..., n. From the first inequality it follows that I(u*xku~o, uk&-11 <2"*6 which implies that
Re(x,ut,, 0~4~5~) > 1 -2"*6.
Similarly,
Since any isometry in a properly infinite von Neumann algebra can be approximated strongly with unitary operators, there exists a unitary operator w E N, such that (2) For all xEM,,
Proof. Note tirst that h is a positive, self-adjoint m x m-matrix, and since T is faithful, all the eigenvalues of h are strictly positive.
(1) If S, , S2 satisfy the condition in (l), then for y E N, tr,(h"*S,( y) h"*x*) = trm(h1/*S2( y) h"*x*) for all x E M,,,. This implies that h"*S,( y) h"* = h"'S,( y) h"* and consequently S,(y) = S,(y). This proves the uniqueness. Let s be the inner product on M, defined by s(x,, x2) = tr,(h"*x, h"*x:), x1, X*EM,.
Note that s is positive definite because s(x,, x2) = tr,((h'j4x, h"4)(h1'4x2h'/4)*).
Let TO Moreover, for all x E M, tr,(h1i2S( 1) h"2~*) = z 0 T(x*) = tr,(hx*).
Hence h'12S( 1) hl'* = h and thus S( 1) = 1. For y E N we have also 9 0 S(y) = tr,(h'/2S( y) II"') = r(yT( l)*) = r(y).
To prove that S is completely positive, we will use the fact that an operator a in a finite factor M is positive if and only if z&Jab) 2 0 for all b E M, .
Here, r,+, is the normalized trace on M.
Let n E N, let (eq)ij, I,.,., n be the matrix units in M,, let Z,, be the unit in M,, and let id,, be the identity map on M,. Put SC") = S Q id n, T'") = T@ id ".
We shall prove that S'"' IS a positive map for all n EN. Let This completes the proof.
If cp is a normal state on a von Neumann algebra M, we put, as in Sec-. tion 2, ,lxll,# =cp (x*y*)"2, XEM. This proves the inequality stated in Lemma 3.2. Since E is arbitrary, we are done.
A TECHNICAL RESULT
Throughout this section N is a II,-factor with tracial state z. We put llxl] 2 = t(x*xfl'* for x E N. In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we shall need the following two lemmas: The summation is over all i,j, k, 1 E { l,..., p}. Since s1 ,..,, s,, are independent random variables on the probability space (Q, do), and since Similarly one gets
To prove the last inequality in Lemma 4.4, we consider the function cp on R given by q(t) = tg(t*), i.e., q(t) = -rl" for t < -rlf2 v(t) = t for -y"* < t < r112 1, q(t) = r"* for t > r112.
Since Icp(tl)-q(t,)l < It, -t21 for all t,, t,ER, it follows from [7, Proposition I.11 that for any two self-adjoint operators h, k in a finite factor Moreover we put E N"QM,.
Let P s N" @ M2 be the set of operators that commute with the n unitary operators si,..., s,. It is clear that P is a von Neumann algebra. We will prove that the two projections in P given by for every central projection p E P, i.e., 10 e,, and 10 eZ2 are equivalent projections in P. Let 15 be a partial isometry in P for which @*G= 1 @er, and Ii%* = 1 @ez*.
Then ti is of the form
where w is a unitary operator. Since 6 E P, ik, = s,G, k = l,..., n. Thus WUI, = v/( w, k = l,..., n. 
PROOF OF INJECTIVE =E-HYPERFINITE IN THE II1-C~s~
Thanks to the preparations made in Section 3 and Section 4, the proof of injective =E-hyperlinite in the II,-case can now be completed along the same lines as in the properly infinite case.
The following lemma appears implicitly in [ 183:
LEMMA 5. We can assume that z(h) = z(k) > 0. By the spectral theorem, we can choose non-zero projections p, q E N and a, /I E R + , such that clp d h, pq < k. Since N is a factor, there is a non-zero partial isometry u EN, such that u*u<p, uu*<q. Put y=min{Cr1'2,fl"2} and a=yu. Then a#0 and a*a 6 h, aa* <k. Now, choose a maximal family (a,),, , of non-zero operators in N, such that 1 a,*a;< h, ISI :I a,aj+ d k.
Put h'= h-CiE,a,?ai, k'= k-x:,.,a,a*.
Then z(h')=z(k').
Hence, if z(h') = r(V) >O, the first part of the proof gives a contradiction to the maximality of (u~)~~,. Therefore, z,atai=h and z1 a,a* = k.
Since CiG, r(a,?a,) < co, the family (u,)~~, is countable. This completes the proof. One of the main applications of Connes' result that injective factors are hyperlinite is that, up to isomorphism, there is only one hyperfinite factor M of type II m on a separable Hilbert space, namely, M = R @ B(H), where R is the hyperfinite II,-factor and H is an infinite-dimensional separable Hilbert space (cf. [7, Theorem 7.43 ). Let us recall the proof:
Assume that M is a II,-factor on a separable Hilbert space, and that p is a finite projection in M, then In our approach neither the notion of injectivity nor that of semidiscreteness is really needed to prove that Mr R 6 B(H):
Although injectivity enters (via semidiscreteness) in the proof in Thus N=pMp satisfies condition (*).
On Injective Factors of Type III
Based on the uniqueness of the injective II,-factor and on Krieger's work [Zl], Connes proved that injective factors of type III, are completely classified by their "flow of weights" (cf. [7, Corollary 7.61 ). Moreover he proved that for 0 < il < 1, the only injective factor of type III, is the Powers factor R, (cf. [7, Theorem 7.71 ). Our proof of injective = hyperfinite in the type III case (Section 2) gives very little information about the structure of the factors. However, we have checked that it is possible to prove directly that when N is an injective factor of type III,, 0 < 3, < 1, and cp is a normal faithful state such that the modular automorphism group (ry has period to = -2rc/log A, then there exists an increasing sequence of a:-invariant subfactors ( Fi)is N such that Up"= i Fi is strongly dense in N. This implies that N is an ITPFI-factor and therefore isomorphic to the Powers factor (cf.
[l] and [S, Sect. 33). The proof follows the lines of Sections 3,4, and 5, and will be presented elsewhere.
Extensions to Non-Factors
In our proof of injective * hypertinite in the properly infinite case (Section 2) the factor condition is not needed at all. This is not very surprising since Elliott and Woods proved in [15] that if a properly infinite von Neumann algebra on a separable Hilbert space is hypertinite in the sense that it is the strong closure of the union of an increasing sequence of linitedimensional *-subalgebras, then it is also the strong closure of the union of an increasing sequence of finite-dimensional factors.
Using disintegration theory, Connes proved [7, Sect. 61 that an injective von Neumann algebra N of type II, on a separable Hilbert space is of the form N=Z(N) 6 R, where Z(N) is the center of N and R is the hypertinite II,-factor. In our proof of injective 3 hyperfinite in the II,-case, the factor condition is not needed in Sections 3 and 4. The factor condition enters in the proof of Proposition 5.2. However, Proposition 5.2 is still valid for non-factors of type II, if z is exchanged by the central valued trace, so with a little extra effort it should be possible to prove NrZ(N) 6 R without using disintegration theory.
6.4. Extensions to von Neumann Algebras on Non-Separable Hilbert Spaces
In [13] , Elliott defined a general von Neumann algebra N to be "approximately finite dimensional" if, for every finite set xi,..., x, of operators in N, and every ultrastrong* neighbourhood U of 0, there exist y, ,..., y, in a finite-dimensional subalgebra of N, such that xk-ykE u, k = l,..., n.
Based on Connes' results for separable Hilbert spaces, Elliott proved that for a general von Neumann algebra N, the following two conditions are equivalent:
(1) N is injective, (2) N is approximately finite dimensional (cf. [13, 141) . It is easily checked that our proof of injective * hyperlinite in the separable case also gives a direct proof of ( 1) =S (2) for properly infinite von Neumann algebras and for II,-factors on non-separable Hilbert spaces.
